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1 Introduction

3D objects often have hard edges that do not look natural. This can be changed by smoothing out the hard edges. To do that, modelers often use subsurface modifiers (Subdivision Surface Modifiers), which adds many faces and vertices to the mesh. This increases the vertex count drastically, making this method unsuitable for video games due to performance issues. An alternative way to render softer edges is to use normal maps, which circumvents the performance problem by using the low poly model together with the normal map for rendering. Creating normal maps is not only time-consuming in itself but using them requires more memory, and increases the time it takes to render faces.

The edge chamfering algorithm proposed in this thesis uses already existing vertices to create chamfers in place of hard edges. Hence, the vertex count will not go up a lot. This makes edge chamfering more suitable for real-time applications, such as video games with complex scenes, or mobile games. Games like Alien: Isolation [1] and Star Citizen [2] use this method to create more natural-looking models [3], [4]. This method increases the triangle count of the model but not as drastically as when using subsurface modifiers. Edge chamfering can turn low poly (low-polygon count) models into what are sometimes called medium poly (medium polygon count) models. Medium poly models are more complex than low poly models but less complex than the high poly models that can be created using subsurface modifiers. Low poly models were used in earlier 3D video games since the hardware could not render more complex models at that time. In recent years, the performance of graphics rendering hardware has increased a lot, allowing newer games to use medium poly models, and still run in real-time. However, high poly models created using subsurface modifiers are still mostly too complex for real-time rendering, and therefore usually used for precalculated applications like 3D movies.

Currently, edge chamfering is done manually by an artist, using some sort of modeling software. The only available automatic edge chamferer is a purchasable plugin called Quad Chamfer [5] for programs 3ds Max and 3ds Max Design. Having an automatic edge chamferer in a game engine like Unity would make edge chamfering much more accessible for developers, and speed up the process of game development.

The goal of this thesis is to create an algorithm for the Unity game engine that uses edge chamfering to automatically smooth out all hard edges of a given mesh. The result of the thesis is a Unity asset that can chamfer a given model using the edge chamfering algorithm. The algorithm identifies hard edges, pulls them apart, and creates faces between them. It also modifies the UV coordinates to correspond to the changes. The algorithm has to handle cases, where many hard edges are connected to a single point, or where UV seams and hard edges meet or overlap. In some cases, it creates some new vertices.

Chapter 2 describes the Unity editor. Chapter 3 describes where are 3D models used, how 3D meshes are stored in Unity and what are hard edges. Chapter 4 explains what is edge chamfering, and what are its advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 5 describes other methods that are used to smooth edges of models. Chapter 6 introduces the algorithm for automatic edge chamfering. Chapter 7 demonstrates how the created asset is used, and how the vertex and triangle counts change when chamfering a model. Chapter 8 describes some improvements that can be done on the created asset in the future.

Chapter 2 describes the Unity editor. Chapter 3 describes where are 3D models used, how 3D meshes are stored in Unity and what are hard edges. Chapter 4 explains what is edge chamfering, and what are its advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 5 describes other methods that are used to smooth edges of models. Chapter 6 introduces the algorithm for automatic edge chamfering. Chapter 7 demonstrates how the created asset is used, and how the vertex and triangle counts change when chamfering a model. Chapter 8 describes some improvements that can be done on the created asset in the future.
2 Unity editor

The edge chamfering asset created in this thesis is a tool used in Unity Editor during game development. It speeds up the development process by allowing a quick way to chamfer existing models inside the Unity editor. For creating the asset and Unity illustrations, Unity version 2017.1.1f1 was used.

Unity is a multiplatform game engine developed by Unity Technologies [6]. It is used to develop 3D and 2D games for personal computers, consoles, and mobile devices. First announced to target OS X, it has since targeted 27 platforms.

Unity is a good entry-level game engine, and very capable for large-scale developments. Some notable games released on Unity are Ori and the Blind Forest [7], [8]. Superhot [9], [10], and Cuphead [11], [12]. Also, in the University of Tartu, a few games have been made on Unity: Tribocalypse VR [13], and Reality B [14]. Unity is considered easy to learn and can get many people into the world of game making.

Unity engine has an editor for development, that simplifies and accelerates the process of game-making. The editor has many tools that provide the means to create and customize different aspects of the game that is being created, and the development process itself. Tools are more convenient to use if there is some sort of UI in the editor to use them. There are different means to do it: using the inspector, separate windows, or custom menu buttons.

The inspector window displays different components of the selected object, and depending on the component it might enable changing different variables. Figure 1 shows the inspector view of a model. The components of the model are Transform, Mesh Filter, Mesh Renderer, a script called Draw Vertex Normals, and a material with the name Metallic.

Custom windows are useful when the info to be displayed is not attached to a specific component or object, or if it would take up more space than is available in the inspector view. The Unity asset UVee [15] uses a custom window to show and enable changing the UV map of an object (Figure 2).
It is possible to add custom options to different menus. As an illustration, to open the window of the Unity asset UVee [15], the user can choose the custom option “UVee Window” under “Window” in the menu bar (Figure 3). New options can be added to many different menus. For instance, menus that open when right-clicking on different objects.

The edge chamfering asset created in this thesis is an extension for the Unity editor. A new menu option is added to start the process, but using the edge chamfering asset is mainly done through the inspector via a script component.

Inspector customizing is more effective if the script is attached to the object. It enables access to private variables, values can be changed and given without having to hard-code them into the scripts. It gives a good control over fine tuning on how the scripts should perform in the games since the modification can be done during run-time. For the changes to take effect during runtime, special care is needed while writing the script to make sure that the new values are used.

Unity has supported scripting in three languages: C#, Boo, and a Unity version of Javascript called UnityScript. In 2014, Unity announced that they are dropping Boo support starting from Unity version 5.0 [16]. In 2017, it was announced that UnityScript support will also be gradually dropped, with version 2017.2 beta not having the option to create ’JavaScript’ files [17]. This leaves C# to be the only supported scripting language for Unity. Scripts written in this thesis are in C#.
3 3D models

3D models are usually constructed as 3D polygon meshes but they can also be constructed using other data, for instance, NURBS [18], [19]. When exported, all models, either based on polygon meshes or other data, are usually converted into triangle meshes. This chapter describes 3D polygon and triangle meshes, how they are stored in a game engine, what are hard edges, and what are 3D models used for.

3.1 3D polygon mesh

3D polygon mesh consists of vertices, edges, and faces defining a polyhedral object [20]. The polygons (faces) in a mesh are typically simple, mostly triangles and quadrilaterals, to simplify rendering. Figure 4 shows an example of a triangle mesh. A triangle mesh is a polygon mesh where all the polygons are triangles. When creating models using modeling software like Blender, modelers can create faces with more than three or four edges. When a model is imported into Unity, all its polygons are triangulated which is a process that divides all other polygons into triangles [21]. Meshes in Unity are therefore stored as triangle meshes [22].

![Figure 4. Triangle mesh of a dolphin [23].](image)

This thesis is about modifying meshes in Unity. Therefore, the geometry analyzed in this thesis consists of only triangles. In the Mesh class in Unity, vertices are stored in an array, and triangles are defined by groups of indices of its vertices in the vertex array. The triangles are stored in an integer array so every triangle consists of three elements in the array. The first triangle is the first three elements, the second triangle is the 4th, 5th, and 6th element and so on. The mesh in Figure 2 could be stored as vertices = [(0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (1,0,0)], and triangles = [0,2,1,1,2,3]. Unity uses clockwise winding order, which means that triangles formed with vertices in clockwise order, define a front-facing triangle. Only the front faces of triangles are rendered onto the screen. Winding order is depicted with a black arrow in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Mesh of two triangles. Winding order is shown with black arrows.](image)
3.2 Information stored in vertices

A vertex can hold different information, in addition to its position, it can also store color, normal vector, tangent vector, and texture coordinates. This information is saved in additional arrays where the \( n \)th element corresponds to the \( n \)th vertex in the vertices array. The first element in the normals list is the normal vector of the first vertex in the vertices array. Table 1 demonstrates the information of five vertices of a cube. The cube does not have any vertex colors and has UV coordinates for only the first channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Vertices</th>
<th>Normals</th>
<th>UV (first channel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>(-1.0, 1.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.5, 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1.0, 1.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.3, 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1.0, -1.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.3, 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(-1.0, -1.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.0, -1.0)</td>
<td>(0.5, 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(-1.0, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.5, 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information of the first five vertices of a textured and seamed cube as it is stored in the lists.

3.2.1 Vertex position

Vertex position determines where the vertex is located in the mesh. For a 3D mesh, the vertex position is a 3D vector \((\text{Vector3}[24]\) in Unity). The position vector is the vector from the mesh origin point to the vertex position.

3.2.2 Vertex color

Vertex color which consists of an RGB color and/or an alpha value is typically used in the shader to modify the output color of the mesh. It can also be used to control the transparency or apply multiple textures. Figure 6 shows a mesh of a sphere that is colored using vertex painting. The shader colors the mesh using the vertex colors saved.

3.2.3 Vertex normal

Every vertex has a normal. Normals are used mainly for shading. The shading of a face (a triangle) is determined by the normals of its vertices. Surface normals are linearly interpolated between the vertex normals in the graphics card.

Figure 6. Sphere colored using vertex painting.
If all the vertices of a face have same directional normals, the surface of the face will appear flat. If the vertex normals are pointing in different directions, the surface will appear to be curved. Figure 7 illustrates how the grey surface normals are interpolated using the blue vertex normals. The left image in Figure 7 illustrates a flat surface with codirectional vertex normals. The right image shows a surface with different vertex normals. The green dotted line shows how the surface appears when shaded.

![Figure 7. Linearly interpolated surface normals for flat (left) and curved surface (right).](image)

In addition to vertex normals, the normals info can also be stored in world space normal maps. With normal maps, the graphics card can render details like wrinkles or defects on surfaces without the need to add these details to the mesh geometry. There are two kinds of normal maps: world space and tangent space. World space normal maps are not as popular as tangent space normal maps, mainly because tangent space normal maps are not dependent on the orientation of the surface it is applied on [25]. World space normal maps work only if the object does not rotate or deform. Tangent space normal maps are also referred to as tangent normal maps, or simply normal maps. World space and tangent normal maps can be easily distinguished by the color range represented on the map. Tangent normal maps usually have mostly blueish colors while world space normal maps also feature red, green, and yellow tones.

### 3.2.4 Vertex tangent

Tangent in Unity is a four-dimensional vector. The first three parameters define the vector, and the fourth parameter is 1 or -1. Tangent vectors are perpendicular to the normal vectors. On a flat surface, the tangent vector exists on the surface plane. On a curved surface, it lies tangent to a reference point (the vertex normal).

Tangent vectors are used for applying normal maps. Unlike world space normal maps, tangent normal maps use the surface as the reference instead of the world space [26]. This makes tangent normal maps reusable on models with different shape or geometry. Figure 8 shows a world space normal map (left), and a tangent space normal map (right) of a boot.

![Figure 8. World space normal map (left), and tangent space normal map (right) of a boot [27].](image)
3.2.5 Texture coordinates

Texture coordinates are pairs of numbers usually used to apply a 2D texture on a 3D mesh. Texture coordinates, also called UV coordinates, or UVs, range from 0 to 1 and refer to a point on the 2D texture that the vertex should be “pinned” on. The texture is then stretched and fitted on the mesh triangle. Figure 9 displays a model of a button without texture with and without wireframe (drawn edges). Figure 11 shows the model with texture from Figure 10 applied. The author of the button model and texture is to Jaanus Jaggo.

Figure 9. Button model without wireframe (left), and with wireframe (right).

Figure 10. UV map of the button model from Figure 9. The images on the right show the two sub-meshes mapped on the UV map.
Like with normals, a vertex can hold only one pair of texture coordinates (in one set), meaning that if a vertex has a place on different textures or different positions on one texture, there need to be multiple vertices in place of one. The edges that are positioned in two different places on the UV map are called seams. These edges have doubled vertices with different UV coordinates.

In Unity, a mesh can have four texture coordinate sets, or channels, which all have their own uses [28]. The first one is used for diffuse, metal/spec etc. The second one is used for baked lightmaps. The third channel is used for real-time GI (Global Illumination) data. The fourth channel can be used for whatever the user wants.

### 3.3 Hard edges

There are two ways to shade a mesh (or one face of a mesh): flat shading and smooth shading. In the case of flat shading, the faces appear flat and have codirectional surface normals. The edges of a flat-shaded mesh look sharp. Vertices are doubled where faces on different planes are connected. These edges that have at least one vertex doubled with different normals are called hard edges. The left image in Figure 12 illustrates a flat-shaded mesh. The grey lines are the faces, and blue vectors are the vertex normals.

In the case of smooth shading, vertices are not doubled, and vertex normals are an average of the normals of the faces. These normals are called shared vertex normals. This way, the faces will look curved, and the edges will look smooth and not pronounced. The right image in Figure 12 illustrates a smooth-shaded mesh with shared vertex normals shown as blue arrows. The surface of the mesh will appear to look curved and is represented by the dotted green line.
Figure 12. Vertex normals on a flat-shaded mesh (left), and vertex normals on a smooth-shaded mesh (right).

Figure 13 compares two meshes of a not very rounded sphere with edges and vertex normals drawn. The left sphere is flat-shaded and has multiple vertices at one position with different normals. All the edges of the left sphere are hard edges. The right sphere is smooth-shaded and has shared vertex normals. Figure 14 shows the same two meshes but without normals or edges drawn. The edges of the left sphere are very sharp and visible. The edges of the right sphere are soft and not distinguishable. The outline remains not smooth for both spheres because shading does not change the geometry of the mesh, and the illusion of a curved surface comes from interpolated surface normals.

Figure 13. Sphere with flat shading and hard edges (left), and sphere with soft edges and shared vertices (right).

Figure 14. Spheres from Figure 13 with only shading, no edges or normals shown.
A mesh can have both soft and hard edges. For example, a mesh of a cylinder should look round for the most part, but the edges of the top and bottom faces should look sharp. Figure 15 shows a cylinder mesh with both soft and hard edges.

![Figure 15. Mesh of a cylinder that has hard edges only on the top and bottom faces; mesh with normals and edges shown (left), and mesh with only shading (right).](image)

### 3.4 Uses of 3D models

3D models are used in many different fields. For instance, 3D models and other CGI are used in countless films such as Jurassic World (2015) [29], and the Transformers film series [30]. 3D models are also used in the production of animations, such as Toy Story (1995) [31], and games like Star Citizen [2], [4]. 3D models are not only used for entertainment purposes but also in education, architecture, and product manufacturing and design. In education, one use for models is studying anatomy. Figure 16 displays a screenshot of one such software – Anatomy & Psychology by Visible Body [32].

![Figure 16. Screenshot of Visible Body Anatomy & Psychology software [33].](image)
The complexity of the models varies by field. In films and animations, the rendering of the models is not done in real-time, and the mesh can be more complex in order to show more detail and realism. Real-time is often considered to be seemingly instantaneous, or almost instantaneous [34]. In games, the rendering is done in real-time, and performance is a priority which limits the complexity of the models making realism harder to achieve. For fields like education, architecture, and design, the models have to most likely be complex in order to be useful since a lot of detail has to be visible. For example, if an educational model of a skeleton does not feature enough detail for different bones to be distinguishable and recognizable, the model will not be usable for learning about different bones in the skeleton. Performance is secondary in that case.
4 Edge chamfering

In this thesis, an algorithm for Unity game engine is created that uses edge chamfering [35], [36] to automatically smooth out all hard edges of a given mesh. Chamfering a hard edge makes the edge look rounder and smoother. Most of the time, the terms “chamfer” and “bevel” are used interchangeably. In technical usage, they can sometimes be differentiated. In this thesis, “bevel” is used to refer to a flat-shaded face in place of a hard edge. “Chamfer” is used to indicate a smooth bevel with face-weighted normals.

Edge chamfering modifies a hard edge so it looks rounder. A new face is created between the faces in place of the hard edge. The vertices used to create the new face (the chamfer), are the already existing vertices. Normals of the vertices are not changed, thus retaining face-weighted normals. This leaves the illusion, that the faces are flat but the chamfer is rounded. Figure 17 illustrates the normals on a hard edge before and after chamfering. The green dotted line on the right image demonstrates how the chamfer is shaded, giving an illusion of a round edge. The solid green line depicts the actual chamfer.

![Figure 17. Normals on a hard edge before (left) and after chamfering (right).](image)

In Figure 18, there is a cube with normals shown as blue arrows. The chamfered version of the cube is shown in Figure 19; the right side has the chamfer highlighted in green.

![Figure 18. Cube with hard edges. Normals are shown with blue arrows.](image)
Chamfering makes the edges of a model appear softer and more natural. Figure 20 shows two models of bolts with hard edges. Figure 21 shows the same models after hard edges are chamfered.

Figure 19. Cube from Figure 18 after chamfering. The chamfer is highlighted in green on the right side.

Figure 20. Two models of bolts before chamfering (models created by Jaanus Jaggo).

Figure 21. Bolt models from Figure 20 after chamfering.
4.1 Uses of edge chamfering

There are two kinds of models – hard surface models and organic models. The exact definition of both is debatable [37], so in the context of this thesis, a hard surface model is defined as something manmade. Some examples are models depicting buildings, machines, furniture, or smaller items like boxes, pencils, or bolts. The asset created in this thesis can be applied to any kind of model, but the effect will be better on hard surface models.

![Figure 22. A corner of a conference table [38].](image)

Man-made objects like furniture and machinery often have chamfered or round edges to make the objects safer to use, or due to the limitations of the manufacturing process. Figure 22 shows an example of chamfered edges of a table. Edges of 3D models usually have hard edges that are sharp and unnatural since no edge is completely sharp in the real world. A small chamfer can make the model look a lot more real. In the game Star Citizen, edge chamfering is used in creating large-scale models, for example, the bomber starship Gladiator (Figure 23) [4].

![Figure 23. Exterior shot from below of the Gladiator used in Star Citizen [39].](image)

Edge chamfering is an easy way to improve existing models. For instance, provided a finished scene of a game with low poly models, the user can use edge chamfering to improve the visuals of all or some of the models. With an automated edge chamfering tool, this does not require much effort or time.
4.2 Advantages and disadvantages

The method of edge chamfering creates smooth-shaded chamfers where hard edges used to be and leaves the faces with the original shading. This leaves a visually pleasing and realistic model with vertices on chamfers having face-weighted normals.

Chamfering a model might cause specular aliasing when rendered. If the material is very reflective, or the object is looked at from afar, the specular highlight on the chamfered object looks jagged (Figure 24). Aliasing can be minimized by using a wider chamfer on more reflective or glossy materials like shiny metals [40]. It can be also be solved by using the original model when the object is far from the viewer or using some other antialiasing methods like temporal AA [41], or Valve Geometric Specular Aliasing [42]. Aliasing can also be a problem with other edge smoothing techniques.

![Figure 24. Bolt models from Figure 20 with a metallic material when looked at from afar (zoomed in for clarity). Two bolts on the left are not chamfered, the two on the right are chamfered. The white bits on the right bolts are the aliased highlights.](image)

Edge chamfering is suitable for real-time rendering because of the minimal amount of vertices created. Chamfers will be created between the existing vertices without creating new vertices in most cases.

New vertices are created in following occasions:

- separating corner-connected vertices (see chapter 6.2),
- recreating seams (see chapter 6.4),
- filling holes where five or more hard edges met (see chapter 6.6).

Since the number of vertices created by edge chamfering is minimal, it does not make the model too complex for it to affect performance or memory usage. If the model has not been unwrapped to create a UV map, then there are no seams to be recreated, and even less new vertices are added.

For the graphics card, higher vertex count means more work and time to render the scene [43], [44], [45], [46]. If the vertex count is too high, then it will visibly hinder performance when rendering is done in real-time. How many vertices is too many, is very debatable, and
depends on many variables like the hardware, how much of the scene is visible, the size of the model, and much more [43], [45]. Adding chamfers to a mesh creates many new triangles, but triangle count is not as impactful on performance or memory as vertex count is [44], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. When a normal map is added for a mesh, the fragment shader has to use it for calculations, increasing the workload on the fragment shader [43], [44]. Since no normal maps are created during chamfering, the cost of rendering individual triangles will not increase. Measurements of how many vertices and triangles are created are detailed in chapter 7.2.

Creating a Unity asset using this method makes it easier to use without having to have knowledge about modeling. Different modeling software can be used to chamfer edges, but they are difficult to use for a beginner and the process of edge chamfering consists of difficult steps. The Unity asset makes edge chamfering more accessible for programmers and beginner modelers.
5 Other methods and their limitations

Edge chamfering is not the only method used to make hard edges of a model smoother or to give a model visually more complexity without creating a geometry too complex. This chapter explores some of the common methods and their limitations. The tools and methods described in this chapter are tested in the modeling software Blender v2.78 and might differ in older and newer Blender versions.

5.1 Subdivision surface modifiers

One technique for smoothing the edges of a mesh is using subdivision surface modifiers [53]. Blender offers the use of two subdivision algorithms – Catmull-Clark [54] (Figure 25) and Simple [53] (Figure 27).

5.1.1 Catmull-Clark subdivision

The Catmull-Clark algorithm was created by Edwin Catmull and Jim Clark in 1978 [1]. It defines surfaces recursively using these steps [54]:

1. Add a new face point for every face. A new face point is the average of every point of the face.
2. Add a new edge point for every edge. A new edge point is the average of the two endpoints of the edge and two new face points of the faces connected to the edge.
3. Add an edge from every new face point to neighboring new edge points.
4. For every original point P, take F as the average of the n new face points of the faces connected to P, take R as the average of all n edge midpoints for edges connected to P, where edge midpoints are the average of their two endpoint vertices, and not new edge points. Create a new vertex point for every vertex P at $\frac{F + 2R + (n-3)P}{n}$.
5. Connect new vertex points to new edge points of the edges that were connected to P.
6. Define new faces using all created edges.

![Figure 25. Subdivision on a cube using Catmull-Clark subdivision [55].](image)

Catmull-Clark subdivision is used to create smooth surfaces. Figure 26 shows a beveled cube with different number of iterations (subdivisions) of Catmull-Clark subdivision applied.
Figure 26. A beveled cube in Blender subdivided with Catmull-Clark subdivision algorithm after 0, 1, 2, and 5 subdivisions from left to right. The vertex counts displayed are of the smooth-shaded model.

This method might not be suited for creating smooth edges if the rest of the mesh should remain the same since subdivision changes all the vertices in the mesh. This might make the mesh smaller (like with the cube in Figure 25), or change the overall shape of the model. If subdivision is used together with the Blender Bevel tool (see chapter 5.2), the result will be better (Figure 26), but many bevel segments and subdivisions are needed to get a model that looks chamfered.

5.1.2 Simple subdivision

Simple subdivision algorithm [53] only subdivides the surface but does not do any smoothing. After using simple subdivision, the mesh can be modified using modeling software to look more detailed which can include smoother edges. It is also used to apply displacement maps in more detail. Displacement maps change the vertex positions of the existing geometry, and it will have a more detailed effect if the mesh has more vertices.

Figure 27 demonstrates the beveled cube from Figure 26 after applying simple subdivision twice. Figure 27 a) and b) show the cube with no other modifications after the subdivision, Figure 27 c) shows it after the vertices created by subdivision have been manually moved to make the cube rounder.

Figure 27. A beveled cube in Blender subdivided with Simple subdivision algorithm 2 times just after subdivision (a and b), and after manually moving some vertices created by the subdivision (c).
5.1.3 Subdivision effect on performance

Using subdivision surface modifiers increases the vertex count (Figure 26), and heavy use of it will decrease performance making it unsuitable for real-time rendering in computer games with complex scenes. The method is suitable for and used in graphical art like animation films. For example, subdivision surfaces were used for simulating clothing in the short film Geri’s game[2].

5.2 Bevel tool in Blender

In the modeling stage after the model is created, tools like Blender’s Bevel tool [56] allow beveling edges and corners. Additional steps have to be taken to make the bevels smooth i.e. to create a chamfer.

Selecting edges with two adjacent faces, or selecting vertices in ‘vertex only’ mode, and using the Bevel tool will smooth out the edges and/or corners by creating new faces. Figure 28 depicts the result of beveling one edge in Blender using the Bevel tool.

![Figure 28. Beveling using Bender's Bevel tool [57].](image)

When using the Bevel tool, the created face (the bevel) will be flat-shaded. The hard edge is not really smoothed out, but instead, it is replaced with two hard edges. For the bevel to be smooth-shaded so it would look like the edge is rounder, custom vertex normals have to be used. The shading looks best with face-weighted normals, which means that the vertex normals are the normals of the original faces, leaving a chamfer between these faces smooth-shaded. Figure 29 compares three cubes with beveled edges and different shadings.

![Figure 29. A cube with beveled edges with flat shading (left), smooth shading (middle), and face-weighted normals (right).](image)

5.2.1 Changing vertex normals of a face created with the Bevel tool

For the normals of the beveled models to be face-weighted, the normals would have to be manually set so the right faces would be flat-shaded. One way to do this is to transfer the normals from the original model. This is done with the following steps:
1. Have low poly object open in Blender
2. Duplicate it (Shift+D in Object Mode)
3. Add a Bevel modifier to the new object (Figure 30)
4. Set ‘Width Method’ to ‘Width’
5. Set the position as the same as the low poly object
6. Add a new modifier Data Transfer
7. Check ‘Face Corner Data’
8. Choose ‘Projected Face Interpolated’
9. Choose ‘Custom Normals’
10. Set ‘Source Object’ as the low poly object
11. Hide low poly object
12. Adjust Width and Segments until satisfied
13. Apply both modifiers (Bevel, then Data Transfer)
14. Select ‘Auto Smooth’ (Figure 31)
15. (Optional) Delete the low poly object

The result will be a chamfered model.

### 5.3 High and low poly baking

Another method is to create both a high and a low poly model and bake the details from the high poly model to the normal map of the low poly model. This chapter describes the workflow of creating normal maps based on the tutorial Sculpt, Model and Texture a Low-Poly Skull in Blender [58], and gives an example of normal maps used for creating chamfers.

Figure 32 illustrates how using a low poly model, a texture, and a normal map can result in a visually complex model. The brownish map in the middle is the UV map, the blueish map on the right is the normal map.

![Figure 32. Low poly mesh with a texture and a normal map appears as a detailed rendered object [59].](image-url)
The standard workflow starts with creating a high poly model. High poly models are usually created by sculpting - a method of modeling that imitates real life sculpting by modifying the position of all vertices under the “brush”. A low poly model is then created by duplicating the high poly model and reducing the level of complexity of one of them. Figure 33 demonstrates a high poly (right), and a low poly (left) model of a skull created in this way.

Figure 33. Low poly (left) and high poly (right) model of a skull [60].

The low poly model is unwrapped to get a UV layout. The low poly is later used in the game engine, and the maps are applied to it. For baking details onto a normal map, both models have to be located in the same position. A new texture image is created for the low poly model. A normal map is then baked from the high poly model onto the new texture on the low poly model. The low poly model can then be used for rendering with the created maps, and it will appear to be as detailed as the high poly model.

The low poly model is unwrapped to get a UV layout. The low poly is later used in the game engine, and the maps are applied to it. For baking details onto a normal map, both models have to be located in the same position. A new texture image is created for the low poly model. A normal map is then baked from the high poly model onto the new texture on the low poly model. The low poly model can then be used for rendering with the created maps, and it will appear to be as detailed as the high poly model.

To create the effect of chamfered edges using normal maps, both a low poly model with hard edges and a high poly model with chamfered edges are needed. Using these models, the above-mentioned workflow will create a normal map for the low poly model to look chamfered. An example of the result would be a normal map (Figure 34) that makes the edges appear chamfered, a low poly chair model (Figure 35), and the rendered chair model (Figure 36) with texture and normal map applied.

Figure 34. Normal map for the chair in Figure 35 [61].
Rendering the low poly model with the normal map is easier on performance than using the high poly model itself. After the normal map is created, the level of detail will not be modifiable afterward without creating another normal map. More work will be needed to create this model initially since two models would have to be created. The process of creating normal maps for many models is time-consuming and not efficient if the normal maps are used only to chamfer edges. For very big and complex models, like the aforementioned Gladiator (Figure 23), the normal maps will be very big and could cause a memory bottleneck. In addition to requiring memory to be stored, normal maps will make rendering the triangles in the fragment shader more complex since the normal maps are used in the calculations. However, using a normal map for adding detail will still be easier to render than using the high poly model.
6 Edge chamfering algorithm

The input of the edge chamfering algorithm is a model that can consist of multiple meshes, and a chamfer scale which is a float. The chamfer scale determines how wide the chamfered edges will be for the whole mesh, or in other words, it is the radius of the chamfer. The algorithm modifies the geometry of the input model to chamfer any hard edges of the mesh(es). The output is a model that is identical to the input model except the edges of the output model are chamfered according to the chamfer scale.

The edge chamfering algorithm consists of 7 main steps.

1. Populating data structures.
2. Separating corner-connected vertices.
3. Pulling vertices on hard edges apart.
4. Recreating UV seams.
5. Creating faces between hard edges.
6. Filling the holes where multiple hard edges met.

This chapter will describe each of these steps. Figure 37 compares cubes before chamfering (left), after step 3 (middle), and after step 6 (right).

![Figure 37. Cube before chamfering (left), after step 3 of chamfering (middle), and after step 6 of chamfering (right).](image)

After chamfering is done, a new mesh is created using the modified lists. New parameters set for the new mesh are vertices, triangles, normals, tangents, colors, and UV coordinates for all four channels. Then, the bounds of the mesh are recalculated, and the mesh is returned.

Using the transforms of the new and old version of the models, the hierarchy of the original model is applied to the new chamfered models. Positions, rotations, and other components of the old mesh are also applied to the new objects.

6.1 Populating data structures

The input of the algorithm is a Unity Mesh [64] object (referred to as mesh in this thesis), and chamfer scale (float). The algorithm will modify the properties of the mesh. The existing properties are saved and used to populate various data structures to speed up and simplify the algorithm. Figure 38 illustrates the workflow of how the data structures are populated.
Figure 38. Workflow of populating the data structures.

First four (box 1 in Figure 38): vertices, colors, normals, tangents, and UVs, are fetched straight from the mesh and saved to Lists [65].

Using vertices, normals, and UVs, different overlaps are detected and saved (box 2). Overlaps are vertices that have the same position. Multiple vertices in one position are needed when the vertex in that position has to have different properties, for example different normals. Since one vertex can only have one set of properties, multiple vertices have to exist instead of only one. The algorithm saves three types of overlaps for each vertex:

- hard overlaps,
- seam overlaps,
- soft overlaps.

Table 2 shows the overlap types, and if the parameters are same or different. Hard overlaps are overlaps that have different normals. These overlaps will be used to detect hard edges. Seam overlaps are overlaps that have the same normals but different UV coordinates. First UV channel is used for finding seam overlaps since seams are the same for all UV channels. Soft overlaps have the same position, same normals, and same UV coordinates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overlap Type</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>UV Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard overlap</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Not checked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seam overlap</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft overlap</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Different types of overlaps.

Based on overlaps, the vertices are mapped into clusters (box 3). One cluster consists of vertices that have the same position. Clusters are saved as a List of integers. The nth element in the cluster list is the cluster index of the nth vertex. Vertices in the same cluster have the same cluster index.

Following data will be sub-Mesh specific (second row in Figure 38). For every material used in the mesh, there exists a sub-Mesh with its own separate triangles. The triangle list is fetched from the sub-Mesh, and saved (box 4). From the triangles, neighbors are also identified for each vertex and saved (box 5). Neighbors are vertices, that are connected with an edge.

Edges are mapped using overlaps and clusters (box 6). Overlapping edges are also saved as either hard-, seam-, or soft overlaps. Using the edge map, a list of all hard edges is created (box 7).
6.2 Separating corner-connected vertices

Usually, one vertex is connected to one set of edge-connected triangles. Modeling software or modelers can create cases where a vertex connects to more than one set of edge-connected triangles [66]. Figure 39 shows vertex A, on the left, with one edge-connected set of triangles. On the right in Figure 39 is vertex B with two edge-connected sets of triangles. Vertex B is a corner-connected vertex since it connects the corners of multiple edge-connected triangle sets.

An example where corner connected vertices can create problems for chamfering is a model with three extruding cubes (Figure 40). There are three corner-connected vertices where the three cubes meet. The corners are connected because the normal vector of these faces is the same. On the right in Figure 40, faces belonging to one connected group have the same color. These corner-connected vertices are illustrated in Figure 41 with the faces in the connected group.

Figure 39. Vertex A (left) with one edge-connected triangle set, and vertex B (right) with two edge-connected triangle sets.

Figure 40. Model with three corner-connected vertices in the middle.
Figure 41. Colored faces from Figure 40, and their vertices. A, B, and C are corner-connected vertices.

If the corner-connected vertices were not separated, they cannot be pulled apart to make room for the chamfer. Without separating corner-connected vertices, the middle part of this model after chamfering could look like the left side of Figure 42. With separation, the result looks like the right side of Figure 42.

Figure 42. The middle part of the model in Figure 18 after chamfering without separating corner-connected vertices (left), and with separating corner-connected vertices (right).

Corner-connected vertices are usually on hard edges, and they would have to be pulled into two while chamfering. For this, a new vertex has to be created, and all the edges (and therefore triangles) have to be connected to the right vertices. Figure 43 shows a corner-connected vertex before and after separation.
Figure 43. Corner-connected vertex before (left) and after (right) separation.

The process of separating corner-connected vertices consists of three sub-steps:

1. Grouping the neighboring vertices of the middle vertex.
2. Creating a new vertex for every group after the first one.
3. Connecting all edges and triangles to the new vertex if they are not in the first group.

**Sub-step 1.** First, all neighboring vertices that are connected to the middle vertex via a hard edge are found. If there are more than two, then there is a corner-connected vertex. Otherwise, nothing has to be done in this part of the algorithm, and this vertex is ready for pulling. Then, the neighbors are ordered by their position around the middle vertex and its normal vector.

Figure 44. Neighbors ordered around vertex B and sorted by type. Blue – hard edge with its direction shown; grey - soft edge.

In Figure 44, ordered vertices are labeled $N_1$ to $N_8$. The first vertex $N_1$ is chosen randomly. The others are ordered using the signed angle between the vectors from the center to the neighbor (vectors $\overrightarrow{BN}_1, \overrightarrow{BN}_2$, etc.). Next, all the neighboring vertices are categorized according to what sort of edge they are connected with. In reference to the middle vertex, the categories are as follows: hard edge in, hard edge out, and soft edge. Soft edges are doubled,
with different directions, one for each triangle on either side of the soft edge. In Figure 44, hard edges are shown as blue with an arrowed line, and soft edges are colored grey. Unity uses clockwise winding order, meaning that edges BN₃, N₃N₄, and N₄B create a front-facing triangle with edge BN₃ going out of the middle vertex B, and N₄B going in. Then, groups are formed using the sorted neighbors so that a group starts with a hard edge going out, and ends with a hard edge going in. For the vertex B in Figure 44, the groups will be [N₃, N₄] and [N₅, N₆, N₇, N₈, N₁, N₂].

**Sub-step 2.** For each group after the first, a new vertex is created. If there are two groups, one vertex is created; if there are three groups, two new vertices are created, and so on. New vertices will have the same information (position, normal, UVs etc.) as the original middle vertex.

**Sub-step 3.** The first group will stay connected to the middle vertex A, and other groups will be connected to a new vertex. Triangles and edges are changed to reflect the new vertices. For all groups, neighbors and overlaps have to be changed so the old middle vertex, and the added new vertices would be in the right lists. Neighbors of neighbors are also updated to avoid conflicts.

After the separation of all corner-connected vertices is complete, neighbor lists are modified to also include seam- and soft overlaps of the vertices. For pulling vertices apart, two hard edges have to be found for a vertex on a hard edge. It can happen, that one hard edge is connected to the vertex, and the other is connected to its the seam-, or soft overlap. For example, in Figure 45, where a hard edge (blue) intersects a seam (red). At the intersection point, the edges would be connected to vertices as shown in Figure 46. If the neighbors of the soft and seam overlaps are added to the neighbor lists, the edges can be found in the next part of the algorithm.

![Figure 45. A cube where a hard edge (blue) intersects a seam (red).](image)
Figure 46. Illustration of how the vertices are connected at the intersection of a hard edge (blue), and a seam (red) in Figure 45.

6.3 Pulling vertices on hard edges apart

To make room for the chamfer, all duplicate vertices on hard edges would have to be pulled apart. Pulling apart vertices means changing their position, perpendicular to their normal vector, to be farther from the others.

Figure 47 displays a cube with normals shown as blue arrows. Figure 48 shows the cube after pulling the vertices on hard edges apart. Note, that the mesh does not get bigger by pulling the vertices apart. The faces remain at the same positions but get smaller if they have a hard edge.

Figure 47. Cube with normals shown as blue arrows.

Figure 48. Cube from Figure 47 after pulling the vertices apart.
Figure 49 depicts a side-view of the cube where vertices B_1 and B_2 are pulled to positions B_1' and B_2' respectively. The green dotted line is the position of the chamfer created between them in step 5 of edge chamfering. Pulling B_1 and B_2 to positions B_1' and B_2' on the model is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 49. Side view of pulling two vertices A and B on the edge of a cube. The new positions are A' and B' respectively, and faces are created at the dotted green line in step 5.

Figure 50. Pulling vertices B_1 and B_2 to positions B_1' and B_2' (left), and the resulting chamfer between B_1' and B_2' (right).

Vertices are pulled one at a time without looking at its hard overlap(s). In Figure 49 and Figure 50, vertex B_1 is pulled to the position B_1' without looking at B_2 and vice versa. For pulling a vertex, the hard edges (one incoming and one outgoing), and the vertex normal are needed. The following assumes the vertex to be pulled is denoted by B, and hard edges are AB and BC (Figure 51).
Vertices are pulled using following sub-steps:

1. Finding hard edges AB and BC, and vectors $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$.
2. Checking whether hard edges AB and BC are aligned.
   a. Calculating pulling direction for aligned hard edges.
   b. Calculating pulling direction for not aligned hard edges.
3. Calculating the distance modifier.
4. Calculating the new vertex position.
5. Calculating the new UV coordinates.

**Sub-step 1.** First, two vectors are needed, $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$. B is the vertex we are pulling, and hard edges go from A to B, and from B to C. Figure 52 depicts the top-down view from the vertex normal direction of a vertex in the middle of the hard edge on the cube (vertex B in Figure 51). The direction of the edges AB and BC are shown with arrows.
Figure 52. Vertex B is in the middle of a hard edge on a cube. Hard edges are AB and BC.

First, A and C must be found from the neighbors of B. A and C must be connected to B via an outgoing hard edge, and incoming hard edge respectively. Vectors $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ are found by calculating $B - A$, and $C - B$ respectively.

To make sure that the pulling is done on the plane perpendicular to the normal vector of the vertex, $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ are projected onto that plane. This way, the vertex is always pulled along that plane even if the adjacent faces are curved, for example on a cylinder with some soft edges (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Projecting $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ onto the plane (transparent blue) perpendicular to the vertex normal on the curved part of a cylinder. Pink dotted vectors show where A and C are projected. Pink solid vectors are the projected $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$. 
Sub-step 2. The direction in which the vertex is pulled is calculated in one of two methods. The first method (sub-step 2.a) is used when the hard edges are aligned. Otherwise, the second method (sub-step 2.b) is used. Hard edges are aligned if they lie on the same straight line in 3D space. Figure 54 illustrates both cases. Hard edges AB and BC are aligned while BC and CD are not.

![Figure 54](image)

**Figure 54.** Example of aligned hard edges, and not aligned hard edges. Hard edges connected to B are aligned (AB and BC) while hard edges connected to C are not aligned (BC and CD).

To check, if the hard edges are aligned, the cross product of \( \mathbf{BA} \times \mathbf{BC} \), is used. Cross product of two vectors is a vector that is perpendicular to both of the vectors [67]. If the vectors are aligned, every vector on the plane perpendicular to one of those vectors is perpendicular to both vectors, and the cross product is a zero vector. If \( ||\mathbf{BA} \times \mathbf{BC}|| = 0 \), the edges are aligned, and the first method is used.

**Sub-step 2.a.** In the case of aligned hard edges, the pulling direction is simply the cross product of the normal vector of vertex B (\( \mathbf{n} \)), and \( \mathbf{BC} \).

\[
pullingDirection = \mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{BC}
\]

Figure 52 shows the pulling direction for aligned edges with a red arrow. The vertex will be pulled perpendicularly to the normal vector and the hard edge in the direction of the face.

**Sub-step 2.b.** Second method, used when hard edges are not aligned, is to first find the angle bisector of \( \mathbf{BA} \) and \( \mathbf{BC} \). The vertex should be pulled along this vector. The angle bisector is where the angle between \( \mathbf{BA} \) and \( \mathbf{BC} \) is smaller, but the face could be in the opposite direction (Figure 55).
Figure 55. Pulling direction for vertex B when the hard edges do not align.

If the angle between $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ is larger than $180^\circ$ (counterclockwise when viewed top-down from the vertex normal direction), then the angle bisector and the pulling direction are contradirectional (have opposite directions). To determine if the pulling direction should be the opposite of the angle bisector, the scalar triple product $[68] ((\overrightarrow{BA} \times \overrightarrow{BC}) \cdot \overrightarrow{n})$ can be used, which is a combination of cross product and dot product. The cross product and the normal vector are compared to see if they are pointing in the same direction or the opposite which tells us the same about the angle bisector and the pulling direction.

The cross product $\overrightarrow{BA} \times \overrightarrow{BC}$ will always be either a zero vector or parallel to the normal vector of B since $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ were projected onto the plane of the normal vector in sub-step 1. In the current sub-step, the cross product cannot be a zero vector since then the hard edges are aligned, and this case is already covered in sub-step 2.a. Therefore, the cross product is a vector parallel to the normal vector.

If the angle between $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ is less than $180^\circ$, then $\overrightarrow{BA} \times \overrightarrow{BC}$ will point outward from the faces, and it will be codirectional to the normal vector of B. If the angle between $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{BC}$ is more than $180^\circ$, the cross product will point inward in reference to the mesh, and in the
opposite direction of the normal vector. Now, it needs to be determined if the cross product and the normal vector are codirectional or contradirectional.

From the geometric definition of dot product [69], \( a \cdot b = \| a \| \| b \| \cos(\theta) \), where \( \theta \) is the angle between vectors \( a \) and \( b \). If the angle between \( a \) and \( b \) is more than 90\(^\circ\), then \( \cos(\theta) < 0 \), and the dot product will also be negative since vector lengths are non-negative. If the cross product and normal vector are pointing towards a similar direction, then the angle between these vectors is less than 90\(^\circ\), and their dot product is larger than 0.

Therefore, if \( (\overrightarrow{BA} \times \overrightarrow{BC}) \cdot \overrightarrow{n} < 0 \), then it means the cross product is contradirectional to the normal vector, and the pulling direction is the inverted angle bisector. Otherwise, the angle bisector is also the pulling direction. Figure 55 shows a vertex B that has non-aligned hard edges. The angle between the hard edges is larger on the side where the faces are, and the pulling direction is the inverted angle bisector.

An alternative way to determine if the angle between \( \overrightarrow{BA} \) and \( \overrightarrow{BC} \) is bigger than 180\(^\circ\), would be to use the Vector3.SignedAngle [70] method in the Unity game engine, and compare it to 0. However, the actual code of SignedAngle also uses the scalar triple product in addition to calculating the angle between the vectors [71]. Hence, it is more efficient to use the scalar triple product in place of Vector3.SignedAngle.

**Sub-step 3.** Pulled edges should be parallel to the old edges. The shortest distance between the old edge and the new for all hard edges in the mesh will be denoted by \( h \). The value of \( h \) will be calculated by dividing the chamfer scale with a constant (see sub-step 4). For the old and new edge to be parallel, pulling distances for vertices have to differ when the angles between hard edges are different. Figure 56 illustrates the pulling distances of vertices A, B, and C so the new edge is parallel the old edge. In Figure 56, \( h = 2 \) units, and pulling distances for vertices A, B, and C have the magnitude of \( \sim 2.8 \), \( 2 \), and \( \sim 2.2 \) units respectively. To get these pulling distances, a distance modifier is calculated using the angle between \( \overrightarrow{BA} \) and \( \overrightarrow{BC} \). Pulling distance is the product of \( h \), and the distance modifier.

\[
pullingDistance = h \ast distanceModifier
\]

![Figure 56. Pulling vertices with different angles between hard edges. Hard edges and original vertices are colored blue, pulling vectors are colored red, and new vertices and edges are colored green.](image-url)
If the angle between the pulling direction and one hard edge is $90^\circ$, then the pulling distance is equal to $h$, and the distance modifier equals 1. For instance, in Figure 57, the pulling direction of B is perpendicular to its hard edges, and the pulling distance is equal to the distance between the edge BC, and the edge B_1C_1. BC and B_1C_1 are parallel. To calculate the distance modifier for pulling vectors non-perpendicular to the hard edge, a right triangle is constructed using the pulling direction, hard edge (or its extension), and $h$. The pulling vector is the hypotenuse of the right triangle.

Knowing the length of $h$, and the angle opposite to $h$, we can use sine to calculate the length of the pulling vector. The angle opposite to $h$ is half of the angle between the hard edges because the pulling vector is also the angle bisector. The angle between the hard edges $\overrightarrow{BA}$ and $\overrightarrow{B'C'}$ is denoted by $\alpha$. The angle opposite to $h$ is therefore $\alpha/2$. From the definition of sine [72]: $\sin \frac{\alpha}{2} = \frac{h}{\text{pullingDistance}}$. A formula to calculate the distance modifier can be formed by setting $h = 1$. Then, the pulling distance is also the distance modifier.

$$
\sin \frac{\alpha}{2} = \frac{h}{\text{pullingDistance}} \implies \text{pullingDistance} \div \frac{\sin \frac{\alpha}{2}}{2} = 1
$$

Because $\sin(x) = \sin(180^\circ - x)$, the formula works also when the angle between the hard edges is $> 180^\circ$. An example would be vertex A in Figure 57, where $\frac{\alpha}{2} = 135^\circ$ but the angle opposite to $h$ is $45^\circ = 180^\circ - 135^\circ$. To eliminate abnormally large pulling distances, modifiers bigger than 10 are changed to 0 so that the vertex would not be moved at all.

**Sub-step 4.** The distance between the old and new edge ($h$) is calculated by dividing the chamfer scale (given as a parameter for the edge chamfering algorithm) with a constant.
This way, changing the chamfer scale will linearly change the length or radius of the chamfer.

The new vertex position is calculated using this equation:

\[
newPosition = oldPosition + pullingDirection \times \frac{chamferScale}{20} \times distanceModifier
\]

**Sub-step 5.** The part of the algorithm that moves the UV coordinates was created during the course Computer Graphics Project [73]. If the mesh has been unwrapped, the UV coordinates of the vertices have to be moved during chamfering. To calculate the new UV coordinate, barycentric coordinates [74] are used (Appendix I).

To use barycentric coordinates, the triangle on the original mesh where the pulled vertex is closest to has to be found. The triangle is used for calculating the barycentric coordinates since it has both position and UV coordinates for all its three vertices. Ideally, the new vertex will be positioned inside this triangle, but it is not necessary for calculating the barycentric coordinates. To find the triangle, the neighbors of the vertex are sorted around the old position so that the first neighbor in the list is the first neighbor to the right of the new vertex position. Figure 58 shows how the neighbor N₁ is the first neighbor to the right of the new vertex position if sorted clockwise around the original vertex, and N₇ is the last. The sorting is done the same way as in step 2, sub-step 1. The triangle that is used for calculating UV coordinates is formed by the last neighbor, the first neighbor, and the original vertex. In Figure 58, the triangle is N₇N₁A.

![Figure 58](image-url)

Figure 58. Neighbors of vertex A sorted from N₁ to N₇ around vertex A starting from the position of the new position A₁. The triangle used for calculating UV coordinates is N₇N₁A (orange). The red arrow is the pulling direction of A, and the dotted red ray is its extension.
Once this triangle has been located, the barycentric coordinates of the new vertex position (A₁ in Figure 58) are calculated in reference to the triangle. The UV coordinate of the new vertex is calculated using the barycentric coordinates, and the UV coordinates of the triangle vertices (N₇, N₁, and A).

6.3.1 An alternative way to calculate pulling vector

Another way to calculate the vertex pulling vector is to use the average of the edges connected to the vertex. For each vertex, a direction vector is calculated to all adjacent vertices. The average of these vectors is the pulling direction vector. The pulling distance is determined by the chamfer scale and the average length of the vectors to the adjacent vertices. In Figure 59, the pulling direction for vertex V is the average of vectors \( \overrightarrow{a}, \overrightarrow{b}, \overrightarrow{c}, \) and \( \overrightarrow{d} \). Pulling direction for vertex V using this method is calculated as follows:

\[
pullingDirection = \frac{\text{norm}(\overrightarrow{-1,0}) + \text{norm}(\overrightarrow{0,1}) + \text{norm}(\overrightarrow{1,1}) + \text{norm}(\overrightarrow{1,0})}{4} = \frac{1}{4\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{1}{4} \right)
\]

All direction vectors should be normalized (\( \text{norm}(\overrightarrow{\text{vector}}) \)) so they would have an equal impact on the pulling direction.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 59. Pulling direction on a triangle strip calculated using the average of the vectors to all the neighbors.

This method of calculating the pulling direction is faster and less complex than the previously described method, but the result is not correct for every vertex. In some cases, the resulting average does not accurately represent the correct displacement direction. One such case is on the edge of a triangle strip with right-angled triangles. Figure 59 illustrates such case where the vertex V is to be pulled and vectors \( \overrightarrow{a}, \overrightarrow{b}, \overrightarrow{c}, \) and \( \overrightarrow{d} \) are direction vectors to its adjacent vertices. This results in the vectors on the edge of a triangle strip to be twisted towards the direction of the diagonal edges when pulled.

6.4 Recreating UV seams

This step of the algorithm was also created during the course Computer Graphics Project. It is only needed for the UV map. If the mesh is not unwrapped and thus has no UV coordinates for its vertices, this step is skipped. This chapter explains the necessity of this step and in-
roduces the workflow of recreating the seams. The sub-chapter “Cases to consider” describes the special cases where the workflow has to account for additional factors. A more detailed description of how this part of the algorithm was created, and how it works, is available on the project page of the Computer Graphics Project course [73].

A UV seam has to be recreated if a hard edge and a seam overlapped. The problem becomes apparent when a chamfer is added between these hard edges. Since the edges have a different location on the UV map, the new faces will stretch over the UV map to connect them (Figure 60). This results in the chamfer having a weird texture that is usually a big part of the texture squeezed onto the small face of the chamfer (Figure 61).

![Figure 60](image1.png)

Figure 60. UV map of a seamed cube before chamfering (left) after chamfering if seams are not recreated (right). Edges, and therefore triangles stretch over other parts of the UV map.

![Figure 61](image2.png)

Figure 61. Seamed cube after chamfering without recreating seams corresponding to the UV map in Figure 60. Three chamfered edges are visible where the texture is mapped from a big part of the UV map.
Figure 62 illustrates a hard edge and seam $A_1A_2$, and its duplicate $B_2B_1$ being pulled apart. Seams are recreated one hard edge ($A_1A_2$ in Figure 62) with its duplicate ($B_2B_1$) at a time. The vertices of the edges are in turn handled one at a time with its duplicate vertex ($A_1$ and $B_1$, then $A_2$ and $B_2$).

Figure 62. Hard edge that is also a seam being pulled apart.

The way the UV map will look is inspired by the Blender Bevel tool when used on an already unwrapped model. For every pair of vertices $A_1$ and $B_1$, the following sub-steps are taken:

1. Duplicate $B_1$, the new vertex is $C_1$.
2. Find the barycentric coordinates of $C_1$ for triangle $A_1oldA_1A_2$ (Figure 63), where $oldA_1$ is the position of $A_1$ before pulling.
3. Calculate the UV coordinates of $C_1$ using its barycentric coordinates, and the triangle constructed with the UV coordinates of $A_1$, $oldA_1$, and $A_2$.
4. If both $A_1$ and $A_2$ are dealt with, change the overlap from $B_2B_1$ to $C_2C_1$ so the new faces would be created between them, and update appropriate overlaps.

Figure 63. Calculating the UV coordinates of $C_1$. Barycentric coordinates of $B_1$ are calculated in reference to the triangle $A_1oldA_1A_2$ [75].
When these steps are done, the model looks visually the same, but new vertices are added. The faces created in the next step will be created using the vertices added in this step, which are close together on the UV map. The resulting chamfers will have textures that are mapped from the same place that was next to the hard edge previously, and will not feature any parts of the texture, that should not be on this part of the model. Figure 64 demonstrates the cube from Figure 61 after chamfering is done with recreating seams during chamfering. Figure 65 shows the corresponding UV map. Note, that the UV coordinates of the holes (in this case, the triangular face in the corner) are corrected in step 6 (see chapter 6.6, sub-step 2).

![Image](image1.png)

Figure 64. Seamed cube from Figure 61 after chamfering with seams recreated.

![Image](image2.png)

Figure 65. UV map of the cube in Figure 64.
6.4.1 Cases to consider

Not every time can the seam be recreated using exactly the workflow presented above. Since vertices are shared by at least two edges, the vertex can already be processed, and it might change if and which vertex should be duplicated. There are three main cases with different solutions for edges with previously processed vertices if there are no intersections with other hard edges that are seams.

The first case would be where either one or both vertices are already duplicated in the correct way. For example, if $A_2$ and $B_2$ have already been processed by duplicating $B_2$ (Figure 66 a), then sub-steps 1-3 will be skipped for $A_2$, and the previously created $C_2$ will be used together with the newly created $C_1$ for sub-step 4.

The second case would be if either one or both vertices are duplicated using the other vertices. For example, if instead of $B_2$ like in the first case, $A_2$ was duplicated (Figure 66 b), then also $A_1$ will have to be duplicated so the whole edge would be duplicated instead of one vertex from the first, and the other vertex from the second vertex.

The third case is when both vertices are processed, but with one duplicating $A$, and the other duplicating $B$ (Figure 66 c), then one new vertex $C$ is needed to duplicate the whole edge.

Figure 66. Three cases where one or more vertices are already duplicated. Vertex $B_2$ is duplicated (case a), vertex $A_2$ is duplicated (case b), or vertices $A_2$ and $B_1$ are duplicated (case c).
In places where multiple hard edges meet, that are also seams, it can happen, that one vertex is already duplicated, but the UV coordinates are gotten from some other vertex belonging to some other edge. For example, B₁ in Figure 67 is already duplicated, but the UV coordinates are not calculated using A₁ but using the vertex Aₓ that belongs to another edge. In this case, B₁ will have to be duplicated again without changing the existing duplicate.

Figure 67. The intersection of three hard edges that are seams, where B₁ is already duplicated but with using the UV coordinates of Aₓ. For the pair B₁ and A₁, a new vertex C has to be created.

6.5 Creating faces between hard edges

When all duplicate vertices are pulled apart, the spaces created have to be turned into faces so the resulting mesh would have no holes in it. First, faces are created between hard edges. Figure 68 shows a cube just before faces are created between hard edges on the left, and after on the right.

Figure 68. Cube before creating faces between hard edges (left), and after (right).

This step consists of three sub-steps:

1. Finding pairs of overlapping hard edges.
2. Creating new triangles.
3. Saving new edges for clusters.

Sub-step 1. Using the list of hard edges, and the edge map to find the overlapping edge, pairs of edges are found that have to be connected with a face. Overlapping edges can be codirectional, or they can have different directions. In well-made 3D models, the overlapping edges always have different directions. Overlapping hard edges could be codirectional if, for example, one face was flipped to be facing the other way or more than two faces are
connected to the same edge. Figure 69 compares hard edges with same and different directions. A hard edge and its overlapping edge have the same direction if the starting vertices of both are from the same cluster. If two overlapping edges have the same direction, they are not addressed, and will not get a chamfer between them. When hard edges have the same direction, they cannot be connected with a new face in such a way that the new face and the existing faces connected to the edges would be facing the same way.

![Figure 69. Hard edges (colored blue) with different directions (top), and same direction (bottom).](image)

**Sub-step 2.** Two triangles are added to the triangle list to form a rectangular face between the edges. For two previously overlapping edges, such as AB and A’B’ (Figure 70), the triangles created are AA’B and AB’A’.

![Figure 70. Adding two triangles between two edges. The previously overlapping hard edges are AB and A’B’. New triangles are colored green.](image)

**Sub-step 3.** At vertices that had more than one overlap, like the corner of a cube (Figure 71), holes have remained. Edges of the holes are saved for every cluster. Clusters are defined in chapter 6.1 as groups of vertices in the same position. If vertices in a cluster have hard edges connected to them, they will be pulled apart. If there are more than two vertices in the
cluster with hard edges connected to them, then pulling them apart will leave a hole at the position of the cluster. In Figure 71, vertices A, B, and C belong to one cluster.

Figure 71. Hole remaining at the corner of a cube after faces have been created between hard edges. A, B, and C are the vertices that the hole is in-between.

The edges that border the hole (BA, CB, and AC in Figure 71) are created during sub-step 2 when the triangles are added between hard edges. Then the points they are created with (B and A’, and A and B’ in Figure 70) are checked for additional overlaps. If an edge of a created triangle not overlapping with a hard edge (for example AC in Figure 71) has other overlapping vertices besides each other (B in this example), there will be a hole, and edge CA is saved for this cluster. Note, that this will be the orientation of the edge of the triangle filling the hole, not the triangle between hard edges.

6.6 Filling holes where multiple hard edges met

When filling the holes, each cluster is checked. If there are more than two overlapping vertices, a hole might be present. It could also happen, that the additional vertices are caused by broken geometry, or there could be multiple holes instead of one. New triangles will be created based on how many overlapping vertices are in the cluster that belong to one hole.

The process of filling the holes consists of the following sub-steps:

1. Finding edge cycles for every cluster.
2. Creating new triangles
   a. in case of 3 edges,
   b. in case of 4 edges,
   c. in case of more than 4 edges.

Sub-step 1. The beforehand saved edges are now sorted so they form a cycle. For the cluster in Figure 71 the cycle could be CA→AB→BC. For every edge in the cycle, the first vertex is the same as the last vertex of the previous edge, and the last vertex is the same as the first vertex of the succeeding edge.

If the edges of the cluster do not form a cycle, then there might be some faults in the mesh topology. This means that there are some triangles, edges or vertices, that do not seem correct. For instance, some triangles might not even be connected to the rest of the mesh, or they could be connected by only one edge (Figure 72). Broken topology can be caused by an error made by the modeler, or as a result of exporting the mesh. This might cause the
edges saved for a cluster not to form a cycle. Cycles with at least three edges are connected with faces. Other edges not part of a cycle are ignored.

Figure 72. A red triangle connected to the rest of the mesh (blue) by only one edge.

Sub-step 2. Next, the cycles are used to create new faces depending on how many edges are in the cycle. The number of edges in a cycle is equal to the number of vertices in the cycle.

If the vertices of the mesh have UV coordinates, then the new triangles should be mapped using vertices that are close together on the UV map for the texture to be mapped from the appropriate place. If the hole is not on a seam, no additional changes are needed. If the hole lies on a seam, there is a chance that instead of the duplicated vertex, the original has to be used to create a triangle or triangles. A combination of the vertices and duplicates has to be found, that create the triangle(s) in the right place. If no such combination can be found, new vertices have to be created. The creation of triangles considering the UV coordinates is implemented for sub-step 2.a, which is the most common occurrence of holes on seams. The same for sub-step 2.b and 2.c will be implemented as future work. The current implementation of sub-step 2.b and 2.c assumes that the vertices do not have UV coordinates, and will not look for different combinations.

Sub-step 2.a. If three vertices are pulled apart, for example in the corner of a cube, one triangular face between these vertices covers the hole perfectly (Figure 73).

Figure 73. A triangular hole left after step 5 in the corner of a cube before (left) and after filling (right).
**Sub-step 2.b.** If there are four vertices pulled apart, two triangle faces are created (Figure 74). The new edge connects two of the four vertices that are closer together. Otherwise, a slope might form when the triangles are created (Figure 75).

![Figure 74. A hole with 4 vertices before (left) and after filling (right).](image)

**Sub-step 2.c.** If there are more than 4 vertices that have been pulled apart, a new center point is created for the result to seem natural. The center point has the average position and normal of all overlapping vertices in that cycle. Using the edges of the hole, and the new center point, triangular faces will be added. Figure 76 compares holes with 6 vertices before and after filling.

![Figure 76. A hole with 6 vertices before (left) and after filling (right).](image)
The new vertex in the center is needed for the shading to look nice. If the triangles were created using only the existing vertices, the new faces would look weird and not as uniformly smooth when shaded. Figure 77 shows a hole with 6 vertices that was filled without creating a new vertex in the center.

Figure 77. Two ways of filling a hole with 6 vertices without creating a center vertex. Edges are shown on the left but the right side shows only the shading.
7 Resulting product

The practical part of this thesis provides a new Unity asset (Appendix II) that can be used to chamfer any kind of model prefab. The asset will consist of two main parts. The first part is a script that is attached to a new object and it finds all the meshes of the model to be chamfered and enables chamfering of the model with the given chamfer scale. This script is shown in the inspector window as a component. The second part is a script that uses the chamfering algorithm described in the thesis. This takes care of the hard edge detection and chamfering. The asset also includes some additional scripts that support the two main scripts.

Some models shown and compared in this chapter, and chapter 7.2, namely Bolts, Block, Droid, Drone, and Ship, are created by Jaanus Jaggo. The Ship was modeled as a replica of the Scifi ship model by Tor Frick [76]. Below (Figure 78, Figure 79, and Figure 80) are some examples of models before and after chamfering.

![Before and After Chamfering](image)

Figure 78. Block before (left) and after (right) chamfering.
Chapter 7.1 describes the process of using the created edge chamfering asset. Chapter 7.2 compares the vertex and triangle counts of different models before and after chamfering.

### 7.1 Chamfering models using the edge chamfering asset

To use the product, the user must have the Unity asset (Appendix II) installed, and a model prefab has to be present in the project that will be chamfered. The asset can be installed from the menu bar by choosing ‘Assets’ -> ‘Import Package’ -> ‘Custom Package…’, and selecting the Chamferer asset.

The following steps are used to chamfer a model:

1. In the Assets folder (or any subfolder) right click, and choose ‘Create’ -> ‘Chamfered Object’.
2. In the opened window, choose the directory and name for the new model prefab.
3. Select the created prefab in the Asset folder.
4. In the component list, under ‘Chamferer (Script)’, select the ‘Mesh’ to be chamfered.
5. Specify ‘Chamfer scale’.
6. Press ‘Apply’.

After pressing ‘Apply’, new chamfered model prefab of the selected mesh is created in the folder that can be added into the scene. The original model that was chosen to be chamfered remains unchanged since the chamfered version is created as a new prefab.

**Step 1.** To create a new object that will become the chamfered object, a custom option ‘Chamfered Object’ is used that is shown when right-clicking in the project window in an empty space in some folder and choosing ‘Create’ (Figure 81).
Step 2. When a new Chamfered Object is selected from the ‘Create’ menu, a window opens where the user can select the name and location of the new object (Figure 82). After clicking ‘Save’, the object is created.

Figure 81. Creating a new chamfered object in the Unity Editor.

Figure 82. The window for creating the chamfered object.
Step 3. To see the Chamferer component, the created object has to be selected (Figure 83). It is located in the folder chosen in step 2.

Step 4. The inspector view will now show the components of the created object. Under the Chamferer (Script) component, there is a Mesh field (Figure 84). To add a model to the script, either the model should be dragged into the Mesh field, or it can be chosen by clicking on the circle next to the field, and selecting the model from the list that opens.

Figure 84. Chamferer script component before mesh or chamfer scale is selected.

If a model is selected, the component displays the list of its sub-meshes with their vertex counts (Figure 85).

Figure 85. Chamferer script component with a model selected showing the list of its sub-meshes.

Step 5. The chamfer scale can be selected by either dragging the slider or entering the value in the field next to the slider.

Step 6. Pressing ‘Apply’ turns the object into the chamfered variant of the chosen model. A new object that stores the modified mesh is also created. Now, the chamfered object can be dragged into the scene. The Chamferer script remains on the object, and it can be used to chamfer the object again with a new chamfer scale, or even using a new mesh.

7.2 Vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering

The edge chamfering algorithm created in this thesis tries to create a minimal amount of new vertices. If the model has not been unwrapped, then a new vertex is created only in places where more than three hard edges meet, which does not happen very often. If the model is unwrapped before seams are added, then the polygons might be tiled on top of each other on the UV map. This might default to almost every edge being a seam, i.e. having
multiple vertices in place of one for storing multiple UV coordinates. This could result in most or all of the hard edges being seams that have to be recreated during chamfering, meaning that more vertices are added. If a model has been seamed and then unwrapped, the seams are limited to those that were marked, and not that many vertices are doubled. Thus, the vertex count of the seamed and unwrapped model is usually smaller than of the same model that is unwrapped without marking seams. This applies to both not chamfered and chamfered models.

Since unwrapping, and adding seams affects only the vertices, the triangle count should remain the same when seams are created, or the model is unwrapped. Similarly, the amount of hard edges does not change, because creating seams duplicates the vertices using the same normal. Hence, the amount of triangles created for chamfers does not change with creating or changing the UV map of the original model.

When chamfering, the triangle count will increase by two for every hard edge, and additional triangles are created where more than two hard edges intersect. For an intersection of three edges, one triangle is created, for an intersection of four edges, two triangles are created, and for an intersection of \(n\) edges \((n > 4)\), \(n\) triangles are created.

In the following tests, various models were chamfered, and their vertex and triangle counts were observed before and after chamfering. Changes in vertex and triangle counts are defined as \(\frac{\text{Count After}}{\text{Count Before}}\). If the count remains the same, the change equals 1. If the count is doubled, the change equals 2. Models that are unwrapped with no seams are noted with ‘UW’. Models that are unwrapped with seams are noted with ‘S&UW’. Below are images of the models, and their UV maps where applicable (Figure 86, Figure 88, Figure 90), tables with their respective vertex and triangle counts with changes (Table 3, Table 4, Table 5), and bar charts of their respective vertex and triangle counts (Figure 87, Figure 89, Figure 91, Figure 92). For the Cylinder model (Figure 88), it might seem like it has nice seams by default (UW) without creating them manually since making only the rounded side smooth-shaded creates doubled vertices where the top and bottom part meet the smooth side. However, the rounded side is not cut in half, and thus has to be unwrapped so one edge that connects to either top or bottom part is in the center and significantly smaller than the other edge that is unwrapped as the outer circle.

![Figure 86. Models Cube (left) and Double Cube (right) with their respective UV maps.](image-url)
### Table 3. Changes in vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering for models Cube and Double Cube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cube</th>
<th>Cube UW</th>
<th>Cube S&amp;UW</th>
<th>Double Cube</th>
<th>Double Cube UW</th>
<th>Double Cube S&amp;UW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertices</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triangles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 87. Vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering for models Cube and Double Cube.
Figure 88. Models Quad Cube (left) and Cylinder (right) with their respective UV maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Quad Cube</th>
<th>Quad Cube UW</th>
<th>Quad Cube S&amp;UW</th>
<th>Cylinder</th>
<th>Cylinder UW</th>
<th>Cylinder S&amp;UW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Changes in vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering for models Quad Cube and Cylinder.

Figure 89. Vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering for models Quad Cube and Cylinder.
Figure 90. Models Block (top left), Bolts (top middle), Droid (Bottom left), Drone (bottom middle), and Ship (right). UV maps of Block and Bolts are next to their respective models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Block S&amp;UW</th>
<th>Bolts S&amp;UW</th>
<th>Droid</th>
<th>Drone</th>
<th>Ship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vertices</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>18525</td>
<td>73308</td>
<td>56668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>18676</td>
<td>75080</td>
<td>60616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triangles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>11593</td>
<td>84738</td>
<td>71070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>36052</td>
<td>141786</td>
<td>114418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Changes in vertex and triangle counts before and after chamfering for models Block, Bolts, Droid, Drone, and Ship.
When chamfered, the vertex count of models with no UV map does not change, or changes very little (1.07 for the Ship model). For models with UV maps, depending on the number of seams that overlap with hard edges, the vertex count could remain similar to the original (1.12 change for Bolts), or it could even double (change 2 for Cube UW, and Cylinder UW). No vertex count changes over 2 were observed, but it is theoretically possible if all or most of the edges are hard edges and also seams, and multiple intersections with more than two of these edges occur.

Triangle count changes varied from 1.54 for Quad Cube to 3.67 for Cube. The number of triangles created for the Cube was 32: two triangles for every hard edge, and one triangle for every corner; $12 \times 2 + 8 \times 1 = 32$. The change in triangle count depends mainly on the ratio of hard edges to all edges, the number of intersections, and the number of edges that intersect in each intersection. If all edges of the Cube were hard edges, the change would be 5.33, because there would be six more hard edges, and the eight intersections would turn into four intersections with four edges, and four intersections with five edges.

$$\frac{(12 + 6) \times 2 + 4 \times 2 + 4 \times 5}{12} = 5.33$$

In conclusion, the change of the triangle count for most models should usually not exceed 4 and would exceed 5 only in extreme cases.
8 Future work

While the algorithm created in this thesis works well, the created asset can be improved further. Particularly, the ease of use of the asset, increased control over chamfering, and the part of the algorithm that deals with UV seams at holes. For further improvement, a separate tool independent of Unity can be created for chamfering models.

8.1 Ease of use

Although the asset remarkably accelerates the process of chamfering models compared to the process of chamfering them manually using some modeling software, it can be made even more user-friendly. The current flow of chamfering a model using the asset is not very intuitive, or particularly convenient. Steps that have to be taken are very specific (see chapter 7.1), and can hardly be figured out without something to disclose the steps.

Additionally, when a chamfered object is dragged into the scene, it cannot be chamfered again from the Chamferer component of the object in the scene. Instead, the prefab has to be selected and chamfered. The object that was in the scene will lose its mesh filter, and chamfer attributes. It essentially becomes a broken, or an empty object. It then has to be replaced. A better approach would be allowing the chamfering of an object in the scene and automatically creating a new prefab for it. The new prefab could be created by opening a window for the user to choose the location and name while giving an option to replace an existing prefab with the new one.

8.2 Control over chamfering

Current implementation enables assigning only one chamfer scale for the whole model. To chamfer only one sub-mesh, or assign different chamfer scales for different sub-meshes, the sub-meshes would have to be made into separate prefabs. Then, they can be chamfered with a different chamfer scale. It would be much more convenient to be able to assign different chamfer scales for sub-meshes, while also being able to set one chamfer scale for the whole model.

The current chamfer scale could be made into a master chamfer scale, which would be the default for all sub-meshes. Individual sub-meshes would have a chamfer scale of their own, which would override the master chamfer scale when changed. Furthermore, the current listing of sub-meshes under the Chamferer script component would also have to reflect the hierarchy. This way, a chamfer scale set for a sub-mesh, instead of the master chamfer scale, could be the default for its children. If the component would continue to show the sub-meshes in a list with no hierarchy, it would not be clear to the user, which chamfer scales would affect others.

8.3 UV seams

A part of the chamfering algorithm that deals with UV coordinates is not implemented as of yet, namely the correct UV mapping of holes with more than three vertices that lie on seams (see chapter 6.6, sub-step 2).

For holes with four vertices, two triangles are added. They would either be both mapped as a single group in one place on the UV map, or one triangle would be in one group, and the second triangle in another group.

For holes with more than four vertices, the created middle vertex would be on a seam. The triangles created would have to be grouped according to where they should be placed on the UV map.
For the most part, the correct vertices would be found from the displacements. Occasionally, new vertices would have to be created. Using the logic of creating displacements (see chapter 6.4).

8.4 Chamfering tool independent of Unity

The Unity asset can be used only in Unity with a project that includes the models. For additional freedom and accessibility, a separate tool could be created that is independent of Unity. The tool can be created in Unity, but it would be used without it. Therefore, instead of an asset, it would be a separate program. The user could provide a model file, and chamfer scale(s) as input, and get the file of the chamfered model back.
9 Conclusions

Chamfering is the process of smoothing sharp edges, also known as hard edges. Very often it is done by modelers who do it in their modeling software using the built-in tools. This allows them to have good control over the process, and get the look they want. For the less experienced modelers, or for just enthusiasts who want to make a game, and to make the models look more natural, asset created in this thesis will be of help.

The main concentration of this thesis was creating the edge chamfering algorithm that can automatically chamfer any mesh while leaving the edges smoothly shaded. The algorithm creates a minimal amount of extra geometry so the chamfered models would not hinder performance at run-time while having edges that are a lot smoother.

The algorithm uses existing vertices on hard edges for creating most of the new faces. Hard edges have two pairs of vertices with different normals that create the hard edge when shaded. During edge chamfering, these vertices are moved, and chamfers are created between hard edges. The normals of the vertices on hard edges are already oriented in a way that the added chamfers are automatically smoothly shaded, so there is no need for modifying vertex normals to get a smooth edge.

For meshes that have no UV coordinates, hardly any new vertices are created. Meshes that have UV coordinates usually have either manually added seams or seams that are created automatically. During edge chamfering, these seams are essentially removed, because the edges are connected with chamfers. For the texture to look right, the seams have to be recreated which also creates new vertices. The total amount of vertices added is still a lot less than if subsurface modifiers were used.

A Unity asset was created, that uses the algorithm to automatically smooth the edges of the selected mesh. This asset takes a model, and a chamfer scale for input, and detects different sub-meshes present in the model. Then all the user needs to do is to press the ‘Apply’ button to get the chamfered version of the model. The created asset makes chamfering different models fast and easy to do inside a popular game engine Unity, making it more accessible to game developers. The asset can be further improved in the future to be even more user-friendly and give the user more control over chamfering.
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Appendix

1. Barycentric coordinates, and how they are used

This appendix describes what are barycentric coordinates [74] and how they are used in this thesis.

Barycentric coordinates enable defining the position of a point in two dimensions using three points. The position of point \( p \) can be defined through points \( a, b, \) and \( c \) as follows:

\[
p = a + \beta (b - a) + \gamma (c - a) \Rightarrow \\
p = (1 - \beta - \gamma) a + \beta b + \gamma c \\
p(\alpha, \beta, \gamma) = \alpha a + \beta b + \gamma c; \; \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1
\]

With barycentric coordinates, the position of a point in one space can be calculated so it would be in the same position relative to three other points in another space. For this, first, \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \) are calculated using \( p, a, b, \) and \( c \) in the first space. Then, \( p \) is calculated using \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma, \) and points \( a, b, \) and \( c \) in the second space.

Barycentric coordinates are mostly used for linearly interpolating the properties of a triangle using the properties of its vertices. In this thesis, they are used to calculate the UV coordinates of a point given a triangle on the model and the UV map, and the coordinates of the point on the model.
II. Edge Chamfering asset

The asset created in the thesis is accessible from a private repository [77]. The repository is private to enable the author to sell the asset in the Unity Asset Store in the future. To review the source code, either the access to the repository or the asset itself can be obtained by contacting the author, for example, by email (diana.algma@eesti.ee).
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